
Learn to Steek  
with Cait St.George 



MATERIALS :

Yarn:  

Jamieson & Smith 2 ply Jumper Weight (or an 
equivalent fingering weight yarn); 100% Real 
Shetland wool, 115m/125yds/25g ball


Yarn A: Light Main Color; 1 x 25g ball


Yarn B: Dark Contrast Color; 1 x 25g ball


Needles: US 2 (3.00 mm) 32 inch cord OR US 2 
(3.00mm)- DPN


Stitch Markers


INSTRUCTIONS:

Cast on 51 Stitches- Do not join in round

Row 1- P1, K1 - repeat to end (Turn 
work)

Row 2- K1, P1- repeat to end (Turn work) 


Repeat Rows 1 & 2 until 6 rows TOTAL have been worked, do not turn work.


Place Marker. Cast on using backwards loop cast on 7 stitches. Place Marker or Don’t 
but this point is the beginning of the round, mark it as you see fit. (58 stitches total. 51 
stitches for body of pattern, 7 Stitches for the Steek)


Join for working in the round. 

Knit 1 round all the way around. 
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ABBREVIATIONS
K: Knit
P: Purl

For Steek 
Size US C - F (3mm preferred but not a huge deal)

or Felting Needle

or Sewing Machine

Scissors


3 Buttons


Gauge: 30 sts/ 4 inches in Fair Isle pattern after 
blocking. Adjust needle size up or down to get 
correct gauge but it is also not vital for this project. 
Feel Free to use it as a gauge swatch.
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Begin knitting from right to left, starting at the bottom of the  chart. The red box is the 
repeat. For this pattern you will knit 2 repeats of the box and then continue the rest of 
the pattern until the end of the round. The 7 steek stitches are included in the chart. 


When all 31 rows of chart are completed knit 1 row in main color stopping before the 
steek stitches. Bind off 7 steek stitches. 


Begin Ribbing:

Set Up Row- K1, P1 - Repeat to end (Turn Work)

Row 1- P1, K1 - repeat to end (Turn work)

Row 2- K1, P1- repeat to end (Turn work) 


Repeat Rows 1 & 2 until 6 rows total have been worked. Bind Off in pattern.


Weave in ends. Wash and Block before Steeking.


**If this is for class this ends the homework section. Please bring this sample with 
you to class**
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Steek Sample by: 
1. Using a sewing machine and sewing two lines. One up each side of the steek 

line, using the color work for guidance. 

2. Using a crochet hook and same wool you knit the item in. Slip stitch two lines on 

either side of the steek using the color work for guidance.

3. Using a felting needle and foam. Felt the steek throughout the steek line until 

you are sure all fibers have fused enough that they won’t come apart.


Cut Steek up the center of the steek line. There should be no sewing thread or 
crocheted slip stitches in this area!


For Buttonbands: 
Pick Up an odd number of stitches along edge of steek (3 for every 4 stitches) starting 
at the ribbing and using that edge to guide you as you move up the fabric. 

(Wrong Side)- P1, K1 - repeat to end (Turn work) (

(Right Side)- K1, P1- repeat to end (Turn work) 


Repeat ribbing until 6 rows of ribbing have been completed. Bind off in pattern. Pick up 
the same amount of stitches using the same method on the other side  of the fabric. 
Follow same instructions except on row 3.


On Row 3 add 3 evenly spaced button holes using Yarn Over (YO), Knit two stitches 
together (K2tog). 


Attach Buttons with needle and thread. Be proud you’ve steeked! 
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